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Summary
Tight junctions seal the paracellular cleft of epithelia and endothelia, form vital barriers between tissue compartments and consist of
tight-junction-associated marvel proteins (TAMPs) and claudins. The function of TAMPs and the interaction with claudins are not
understood. We therefore investigated the binding between the TAMPs occludin, tricellulin, and marvelD3 and their interaction with

claudins in living tight-junction-free human embryonic kidney-293 cells. In contrast to claudins and occludin, tricellulin and marvelD3
showed no enrichment at cell–cell contacts indicating lack of homophilic trans-interaction between two opposing cell membranes.
However, occludin, marvelD3 and tricellulin exhibited homophilic cis-interactions, along one plasma membrane, as measured by

fluorescence resonance energy transfer. MarvelD3 also cis-interacted with occludin and tricellulin heterophilically. Classic claudins,
such as claudin-1 to -5 may show cis-oligomerization with TAMPs, whereas the non-classic claudin-11 did not. Claudin-1 and -5
improved enrichment of occludin and tricellulin at cell–cell contacts. The low mobile claudin-1 reduced the membrane mobility of the
highly mobile occludin and tricellulin, as studied by fluorescence recovery after photobleaching. Co-transfection of claudin-1 with

TAMPs led to changes of the tight junction strand network of this claudin to a more physiological morphology, depicted by freeze-
fracture electron microscopy. The results demonstrate multilateral interactions between the tight junction proteins, in which claudins
determine the function of TAMPs and vice versa, and provide deeper insights into the tight junction assembly.
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Introduction
Tight junctions (TJs) seal the paracellular cleft of epithelial and

endothelial cells most apical of the lateral cell membranes. They

separate the internal space of multicellular organisms from

external compartments, and form a paracellular diffusion barrier

(Angelow et al., 2008). Ultrastructural analyses by freeze-

fracture electron microscopy identify the TJs as a set of

branched intramembranous strands of protein particles bringing

the plasma membranes of opposing cells into molecular contact.

Occludin (Occl), marvelD3 (Md3) and claudin (Cld) proteins

represent the major integral components of bicellular TJs (Furuse

et al., 1998; Furuse et al., 1993; Raleigh et al., 2010; Steed et al.,

2009). Tricellulin (Tric) is also characterized as an integral

TJ protein, which predominantly localizes at tricellular TJs

(Ikenouchi et al., 2005). All TJ proteins mentioned above

contain four transmembrane domains with N- and C-terminal

cytoplasmic tails, two extracelluar loops and a short intracellular

loop. Occl, Tric and Md3 constitute the TJ-associated marvel

protein (TAMP) family, based on their sequence homology within

the shared marvel domain (MAL and related proteins for vesicle

trafficking and membrane link) (Raleigh et al., 2010). The three-

dimensional structures of Clds and TAMPs are unknown.

Occl has been identified as the first integral TJ protein

(Furuse et al., 1993), nevertheless its functional role remains

unclear. Although Occl is a specific component of all TJs, its

knockout in mice does not show a phenotype with respect to TJ

formation, strand morphology or barrier function (Saitou et al.,

2000; Schulzke et al., 2005). Its C-terminus contains a coiled

coil domain which is involved in a redox-sensitive dimerization

of Occl (Walter et al., 2009) and in the association of zonula

occludens protein 1 (ZO-1) (Müller et al., 2005). Occl is

phosphorylated by different protein kinases on serine, threonine

and tyrosine residues (for a review, see Dörfel and Huber,

2012). Typical kinases are conventional Ca2+ dependent and

novel diacylglycerol dependent kinases (Andreeva et al., 2006),

CK1, CK2 (Dörfel et al., 2009), c-Src (Kale et al., 2003), c-Yes

(Chen et al., 2002) and activated, phosphorylated ERK1

(extracellular signal related kinase) (Basuroy et al., 2006).

Marchiando et al. found that Occl is involved in the

maintenance of the barrier function in vivo (Marchiando et al.,

2010). Occl derived peptides may disrupt TJ formation

(reviewed by Blasig et al., 2011). Furthermore, it is suggested

that Occl is trans-interacting via its extracellular loops (for

review see Blasig et al., 2011).
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Tric is preferentially localized at tricellular cell–cell contacts
where the TJ network is extended basolaterally (Ikenouchi et al.,

2005). After overexpression, Tric is also strongly detectable at
bicellular contacts (Krug et al., 2009). Tric reveals extended N-
and C-terminal cytoplasmic domains, with the C-terminal tail
exhibiting homology to the Occl C-terminus (Ikenouchi et al.,

2005). It has been shown that the C-terminus is important for the
basolateral translocation of Tric (Westphal et al., 2010) and its
binding to the lipolysis-stimulated lipoprotein receptor (LSR).

LSR builds a landmark for tricellular TJs (Masuda et al., 2011).
The N-terminal domain appears to be involved in directing Tric
to tricellular contacts. Despite this homology, Occl and Tric are

differentially phosphorylated in their C-terminal tails (Dörfel
et al., 2009). Tric severely influences TJ organization not only at
tricellular contacts but also at the level of bicellular TJs. The
knockdown of Tric results in redistribution of Occl at bicellular

TJs, i.e. tear-drop shaped accumulation of Occl close to
tricellular TJs. Therefore, it is assumed that Tric and Occl may
at least partially compensate each other (Ikenouchi et al., 2008).

Mutations in the cytoplasmic C-terminal domain of Tric cause
deafness (Riazuddin et al., 2006).

Md3 has recently been discovered as the latest TAMP member

(Raleigh et al., 2010; Steed et al., 2009). It has an extended N-
terminal and a short C-terminal tail, and is localized mainly at
bicellular TJs. Knockdown results suggest retardation in junction

formation (Raleigh et al., 2010). However, little is known about
its molecular function.

Currently, 27 members of the Cld protein family have been
identified in mammals (Mineta et al., 2011). While Clds share the

tetraspan transmembrane topology with the TAMPs both families
do not show considerable sequence homology. In addition, Clds
are characterized by much shorter N- and C-terminal cytoplasmic

domains compared to TAMPs. Clds can be subdivided in a highly
homologous group of classic Clds including Cld1–10, 14, 15, 17
and 19, and the less homologous group of non-classic Cld11–13,

16, 18 and 20–27. Tissue-specific expression of different
combinations of Clds defines the tissue-specific barrier
characteristics (Krause et al., 2008). In this respect, expression
of tightening Clds, such as Cld5 (Nitta et al., 2003; Piehl et al.,

2010) has been demonstrated to seal the paracellular cleft. On the
other hand, pore-forming Clds, such as Cld2 (Amasheh et al.,
2002) facilitate paracellular ion permeability. The pore-forming

function of a specific Cld is preferentially determined by the first
extracellular loop (Amasheh et al., 2002) while the second
extracellular loop rather supports tightening of the paracellular

cleft (Piehl et al., 2010). Both homophilic and heterophilic cis-
and trans-interactions have been observed between Clds
(Basuroy et al., 2006; Furuse et al., 1999; Piontek et al., 2011).

The observations that TAMPs have overlapping properties and

may partially replace each other (Raleigh et al., 2010) led us to
the assumption that an interdependency between Tric, Occl and
Md3 may be involved in the formation and organization of TJ

strands. In consequence, this points to molecular interactions
between the TAMPs in a homophilic and heterophilic manner.
Taken together we hypothesize that associations between TAMPs

as well as between TAMPs and Clds occur. Here, we present
systematic live-cell evidence that TAMPs alone and Clds alone
are able to oligomerize in a homophilic and heterophilic manner

within their families, but also between members of both families.
In conclusion, the data show that certain classic Clds influence
the interaction between TAMPs. Conversely, the TAMPs also

have the ability to modulate the oligomerization behavior of
Clds.

Results
MarvelD3 colocalizes and interacts with tricellulin and
occludin at cell–cell contacts but occludin does not
interact with tricellulin

Similarly as described previously for Clds (Piontek et al., 2011),
TJ-free human embryonic kidney (HEK)-293 cells were used to

analyze the localization and ability of Occl, Tric and Md3 to form
homophilic trans-interactions between two transfected cells
(Fig. 1A). Occl was the only TAMP family member which
showed enrichment at contacts between two Occl-expressing

cells (contact enrichment). The enrichment factor of Occl
(1.8560.31, n536) was significantly different from that of the
negative control corticotropin releasing factor receptor-1

(0.960.05, n530). For Tric (0.7860.19, n551) and Md3
(1.060.2, n531), enrichment factors in the range of the
negative control were observed (Fig. 1E). This indicates, that

Occl is the only TAMP which is able to form homophilic trans-
interactions.

Furthermore, we measured the fluorescence resonance energy
transfer (FRET) as indicator of homophilic and heterophilic cis-
interactions among members of the TAMP family along the cell

membrane of one cell at cell–cell contacts (Fig. 1B–D,F). For
every member of the TAMP family, the FRET efficiencies for the
respective cyano fluorescence/yellow fluorescence protein (CFP/

YFP) fusion pairs were significantly higher (Occl: 9.1462.14%,
n519; Tric: 4.6060.98%, n533; Md3: 8.1762.00%, n516) than
for the negative control Cld5/corticotropin releasing factor

receptor-1 (0.9260.31, n59). These data point to homophilic
cis-interactions for all TAMPs. Heterophilic cis-interaction at cell–
cell contacts could not be observed for Occl and Tric (FRET

efficiency: 0.9160.24%, n514, both N-terminally tagged); also no
cis-interaction was detected when Tric was C-terminally
tagged with the fluorescent protein (CFP–Occl/Tric–YFP:
22.8461.40%, n55). The results indicate that the two proteins

do not physically interact with each other at bicellular contacts. By
contrast, Md3 exhibits heterophilic interaction with both Occl and
Tric (FRET efficiencies for Occl/Md3: 7.2861.59%, n521; Tric/

Md3: 7.5362.27%, n511) as shown in Fig. 1F (values relative to
the positive control Cld5–CFP/Cld5–YFP). In contrast, strong
colocalization and FRET within intracellular compartments (YFP–

Tric/CFP–Occl: FRET efficiency 3.8160.75%) suggests an
intracellular interaction between Occl and Tric in HEK cells
probably during transport to the cell surface as discussed earlier

(Westphal et al., 2010).

Coexpression of tricellulin or occludin but not marvelD3
with claudin-1 or -5 leads to enrichment of the TAMPs at
cell contacts

We found an enrichment of Occl and Tric at cell–cell contacts

when they were coexpressed with Cld1 or Cld5. The contact
enrichment of Occl was significantly increased by the
coexpression with Cld1 (enrichment factor: 2.5460.49, n527)

or Cld5 (2.5760.31, n536) compared to the expression of Occl
alone (1.8560.31, n536) (Fig. 2A). In HEK-293 cells, Tric was
located at bicellular contacts in contrast to the tricellular

localization in epithelial cell lines endogenously expressing
Tric (Westphal et al., 2010). When Tric was expressed alone in
the HEK-293 cells no contact enrichment was detectable at
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bicellular contacts (enrichment factor: 0.7860.19, n551).

Interestingly, coexpression with Cld1 caused a strong contact

enrichment of Tric at bicellular cell–cell contacts (6.3861.11,

n533) whereas coexpression of Cld5 with Tric only resulted in a

minor increase of the contact enrichment of Tric (1.6060.21,

n557) considerably less but still significantly different compared

to the monoexpressed Tric. Md3, when expressed alone, showed

no enrichment at cell–cell contacts (1.060.2, n531). In contrast

to Occl and Tric, coexpression of Cld1 or Cld5 revealed no effect
on the enrichment factor of Md3 (Cld1: 1.0360.2, n527; Cld5:

0.8360.2, n518; Fig. 2A). The values determined were not
influenced by the amount of the proteins studied as western blots
demonstrated similar expression levels of specific TAMPs in the

different co-transfections (Fig. 2C). In addition, the enrichment
found was not changed when the fluorescence proteins were
replaced by a FLAG-tag (Fig. 2D).

TAMPs show a high heterophilic cis-interaction potential
with claudin-1, marvelD3 additionally cis-interacts with
claudin-3

To gain insight into interactions between Clds and TAMPs we
analyzed the colocalization of TAMPs with selected Clds

(supplementary material Fig. S1) as well as their association
within one plasma membrane (cis-interaction) using FRET assay
in HEK-293 cells (Fig. 2B). Cld1 exhibited a high potential to

interact with Occl (FRET efficiency: 8.6962.00%, n519), with
Tric (12.663.63%, n512) and with Md3 (8.1062.25%, n513).
Other classic Clds showed a weak interaction with TAMPs,
except the pair Md3 and Cld3. For instance, Cld2 exhibited a

significant interaction with Occl, FRET efficiency 3.7061.32%,
n59, whereas no interaction with Tric (060%, n57) and Md3
(1.4360.38%, n514) was detectable. Cld3 was interacting with

Md3 (FRET efficiency: 8.2361.68%, n524) but not with Occl
(2.4960.79%, n510) and only at a minor level with Tric
(4.2461.28%, n511). Cld4 had a low interaction potential with

all of the three TAMPs, which was still significantly different
from the negative control: FRET efficiency with Occl
4.1361.19% (n512), with Tric 4.7761.40% (n59) and with
Md3 5.0061.02% (n524). Cld5 exhibited a low, non-significant

potential to oligomerize with Occl (1.7760.44%, n516),
whereas the interaction potential with Tric (4.0360.68, n522)
and with Md3 (4.3261.25%, n516) differed significantly from

the negative control. The non-classic Cld11 was highly
colocalizing with all TAMPs (supplementary material Fig. S1).
However, no cis-interaction of Cld11 with any of the TAMPs was

observed (Fig. 2B), although Cld11 was clearly capable of
homophilic cis-interaction (FRET efficiency 24.5861.62%,
n514) as well as of homophilic trans-interaction (enrichment

factor 18.462.77, n520).

In the cell–cell contacts of Madin-Darby canine kidney
(MDCK-II) cells forming TJ endogenously, significantly higher

FRET values were determined compared to the negative control
(Cld1–YFP/corticotropin releasing factor receptor 1–CFP,
24.2261.83%): Cld1–YFP/CFP–Occl, 4.6662.25%; Cld1–YFP/

CFP–Tric, 7.6861.88%; Cld1–YFP/CFP–Md3, 3.50602.37%
(n$9, P,0.05).

When tricellulin and claudin-1 are expressed with
occludin, tricellulin loses its enrichment at bicellular tight
junctions and its colocalization with claudin-1

Tric, when expressed in TJ-free HEK-293 cells, was localized
throughout the plasma membrane (Fig. 1A). However, when
coexpressed with Cld1 it was enriched at bicellular contact sites

(Fig. 2A; supplementary material Fig. S1, upper left). In TJ-
forming cells, such as human colon carcinoma cells (Caco-2;
Fig. 4C, third row) or MDCK-II (supplementary material Fig. S2,

upper block), Tric was preferentially localized at tricellular
contacts similar as found earlier (Ikenouchi et al., 2008). When
we analyzed HEK-293 cells transfected with YFP-Occl,

Fig. 1. Homophilic and heterophilic colocalization and interactions

between TAMPs. (A–D) Live cell fluorescence imaging of HEK-293 cells

transfected with members of the TAMP family; YFP–TAMP (green)/CFP–

TAMP (red), colocalization (yellow). (A) YFP–Occl exhibits homophilic

contact enrichment at cell–cell contacts between two transfected cells

(arrowhead) compared to a contact between a transfected and non-transfected

cell along the red arrow, whereas neither Tric nor Md3 do so (arrowheads).

(B) Coexpression of YFP–Occl/CFP–Md3 leads to their colocalization at the

plasma membrane (arrowheads). (C) For coexpression of YFP–Occl/CFP–

Tric, colocalization (arrowhead) is detected intracellularly; both proteins are

localized at the same cell–cell contact (arrow). (D) YFP–Md3/CFP–Tric

shows colocalization at the plasma membrane (arrowheads). (E) Only, trans-

interaction of YFP–Occl is detectable compared to the negative control Crfr1,

quantified as fluorescence enrichment at the contacts between two transfected

cells. (F) Homophilic and heterophilic cis-interactions between members of

the TAMP family measured by FRET. All TAMPs show homophilic

association; heterophilic binding is detected between Md3 and Tric as well as

Md3 and Occl within cell–cell contacts but not between Occl and Tric. Co-

transfected Cld5–YFP/Crfr1–CFP and Cld5–YFP/–CFP are used as negative

(red column) and positive control (green column), respectively. FRET

efficiencies relative to that of the positive control are depicted. For each

construct, 9–33 different cell–cell contacts were analyzed. Values are means

6 s.e.m.; ***P,0.001 compared to negative control. Scale bars: 5 mm. Red

line separates enrichment and FRET values in the range of the negative

control from those above them.
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CFP-Tric and/or FLAG-Cld1 in respect to Tric enrichment at

bicellular contact sites Occl was well enriched in the contact area

between two transfected cells (enrichment factor 2.5460.49,

n513), whereas Tric was present throughout the membrane but

was not enriched at cell contacts any more (0.9760.05, n514;

Fig. 3). This is in contrast to the coexpression of Cld1 and Tric,

where Tric was enriched at bicellular contact sites (6.3861.11,

n533).

The co-expression of claudin-1 defines occludin and

tricellulin mobility and distribution at bicellular contacts

Based on the detected interactions and changes in the subcellular

localization of TAMPs after co-transfection with Cld1, we

measured the mobility of TAMPs in the plasma membrane of

HEK-293 cells at cell–cell contact sites, when expressed alone

and together with FLAG–Cld1. Cld1 itself showed low mobility

at cell–cell contacts (mobile fraction 16.264.6%, n56;

Fig. 4A,B), due to the strong trans-interaction of the protein

(see Fig. 2A). Occl was highly mobile when expressed alone

(57.463.9%, n56). Similar differences were found in MDCK-II

cells, ,40% mobile fraction for Cld1 and ,70% for Occl (Shen

et al., 2008). When coexpressed with FLAG–Cld1, the mobility

of Occl was reduced (mobile fraction 25.866.7%, n56). Tric

alone was also highly mobile at areas of cell–cell contacts

(mobile fraction 74.464.45%, n57) and the mobility was

strongly reduced after coexpression of FLAG–Cld1

(17.767.3%, n58). In contrast, there were no significant

effects on the mobility of Md3 (55.564.1%, n57) after

coexpression of Cld1 (50.268.1%, n56; Fig. 4B). These

findings were supported by the Cld1 knockdown experiments

in Caco-2 cells. The knockdown of Cld1 led to a redistribution

of Tric from tricellular contact sites to stretches of bicellular

contacts (Fig. 4C). The plasma membrane localization of Cld1

was lost after treatment with the siRNA, whereas other TJ

proteins like ZO-1 (Fig. 4C) or Cld2 (data not shown) were not

affected. The effect on Tric caused by the knockdown of Cld1 in

the Caco-2 cells was not influenced by the amount of the

proteins as western blot analysis demonstrated similar

expression levels of Tric after Cld1 knockdown compared to

the control (Fig. 4D).

Fig. 2. Co-enrichment and fluorescence resonance

energy transfer analyses indicate subtype-specific

claudin–TAMP interactions. (A) Claudin-1 and -5

improve the enrichment of Occl and induce enrichment

of Tric between two opposing cells, compared to the

respective TAMP-control-transfected alone.

Quantification of TAMP enrichment at cell–cell

contacts between living HEK-293 cells transfected with

a YFP–TAMP alone or together with either FLAG–

claudin-1 or -5 was measured by transcellular

fluorescence cell scanning. The plasma membrane was

visualized with Trypan Blue. HEK-293 cells transfected

with Cld1–YFP were used as positive control and the

negative control was Crfr1–CFP. Values are means 6

s.e.m.; ***P,0.001 compared as indicated by the black

horizontal lines; ns, non-significant difference; n$18 in

each group. (B) The classic claudins-1–5, but not the

non-classic claudin-11 are able to cis-interact with the

TAMPs to a different extent. HEK cells were co-

transfected with Cld(1–5)–YFP and CFP–TAMP

members. Co-transfection of Cld1–YFP and Crfr1–CFP

was used as negative control. For FRET measurements

with CFP–Cld11, YFP–TAMP constructs were used.

Values are means 6 s.e.m.; *P,0.05, *P,0.01 and

***P,0.001, respectively, compared to Crfr1–CFP/

Cld1–YFP; n56–30. The red lines separate values of the

negative control from values above them. (C) Western

blot analyses of HEK cells transfected with a CFP-

TAMP alone or CFP-TAMP and Cld1-YFP show that

the TAMP and the Cld are expressed to a similar extent

and that the coexpression does not influence the

expression level of the specific TAMPs. As a loading

control GAPDH was used. (D) To confirm that the YFP

and CFP tags used in A and B do not influence the

properties (white arrows) of the TJ proteins, HEK cells

were transfected with FLAG-tagged TAMPs and FLAG-

tagged Cld1. Left column, FLAG–Occl exhibits

homophilic contact enrichment at cell–cell contacts

between two transfected cells (arrowhead) compared to

a contact between a transfected and non-transfected cell

along the red arrow, whereas neither FLAG–Tric nor

FLAG–Md3 do so (arrowheads). Scale bars: 5 mm.
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TAMPs modulate the tight junction strand morphology
of claudin-1

Finally, we investigated the morphology of TJ strands in HEK-

293 cells transfected with Cld1 alone or together with Occl, Tric

or Md3, by freeze-fracture electron microscopy (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5A–F depict the TJ strand network and Fig. 5G the

quantification of mesh size and parallel strands. The most

obvious observation through all experiments was the high, almost

complete association of the TJ strands with the protoplasmic

fracture face and their continuous appearance. Cld1 transfected

HEK-293 cells revealed an extended meshwork of TJ strands in

the range of 15 meshes/mm2 (Fig. 5A). Rarely, the TJ strands

were closely arranged in a parallel fashion without or with few

branch points of the network (as in Fig. 5D; around 10% of the

total TJ strand area). Co-transfection of Cld1 and Tric changed

the TJ network from round-shaped strands to more rectangular

meshes with reduced mesh size (about 54 meshes/mm2) and a

negligible small number of parallel strands, but maintained high

protoplasmic fracture face association (Fig. 5B). Interestingly,

the TJs occasionally formed discontinuous insulated strand

arrangements which were associated with small gap junctions

(data not shown). Cld1/Md3 co-transfected HEK-293 cells

revealed TJs which resembled the TJ network of cells

transfected with Cld1 alone (Fig. 5A); however, the meshes

were smaller (32 meshes/mm2; Fig. 5C). In addition, in places we

found large membrane areas with lots of parallel strands without

any bifurcation (Fig. 5D; about 24% of the total TJ strand area).

However, as mentioned above, this spectacular arrangement can
also be formed with Cld1 alone, but substantially less frequent.

The Cld1/Occl co-transfected cells predominantly showed similar
elongated TJ networks as the Cld1 mono-transfected cells, but
frequently short pieces of bundled TJ strands were observed

(Fig. 5E; about 26% parallel area of the total TJ strand area).
Perhaps more importantly, many strands associated with the
protoplasmic fracture face were interrupted without an increase
of particles at the exoplasmic fracture face (Fig. 5F). These

discontinuities reflect a loss of particles from the Cld1-based TJ
strands obviously induced by the co-transfection with Occl.
Tric alone formed short, discontinuous up to continuous and

seldom branched strands on the protoplasmic fracture face
(supplementary material Fig. S3) whereas mono-transfected Occl
or Md3 did not in the HEK-293 cells used.

Discussion
We here report systematic cell biological studies elucidating the
ability of TAMPs to form homophilic and heterophilic complexes
within this family as well as heterophilic complexes with
members of the Cld family. These studies demonstrate that in

TJ strands a multitude of different heterophilic interactions of
classic Clds and of the TAMPs determine TJ assembly and
structure. On the other hand, TAMPs may modulate the

oligomerization behavior of Clds.

For the first time, we performed a quantitative analysis of the
oligomerization potential within the TAMP family, showing the

most pronounced trans- and cis-interaction between Occl
molecules. This verifies and expands the knowledge gained by
co-immunoprecipitation (Blasig et al., 2006; Raleigh et al.,

2011), a procedure which does not allow an explicit
differentiation between trans- and cis-interactions. In contrast,
Tric and Md3 do not show homophilic trans-interaction, whereas

all TAMPs can form homophilic cis-interactions (FRET values
Occl.Md3.Tric). Compared to homophilic Cld associations
such as Cld1–Cld1 or Cld5–Cld5, the TAMP–TAMP interactions
are less efficient.

Due to the homology of the marvel domain of the TAMPs and
the great variation in the length of their cytosolic tails a

heterophilic interaction between the transmembrane domains of
all three members has been assumed (Blasig et al., 2011;
Westphal et al., 2010). As a matter of fact, Md3 is interacting
with both Occl and Tric, at bicellular cell–cell contacts within

one plasma membrane (cis-interaction). However, interactions
between the homologous marvel domains is unlikely as Occl and
Tric are unable to associate heterophilically in the cell contact.

Occl and Tric share a homologous coiled-coil and ELL-domain,
respectively, which is absent in Md3 (Blasig et al., 2011). Md3
has only an extended N-terminal tail and nearly no C-terminal tail

in the cytosol as an intracellular interaction site for cytosolic cis-
binding domains of Occl and Tric.

However, we could not detect any heterophilic oligomerization

within one plasma membrane between Occl and Tric, similarly as
reported (Raleigh et al., 2010). This report detected no
interactions between Occl and Tric by co-immunoprecipitation

using Caco-2 cell lysates. On the other hand, they also found
complexes between Md3 and Occl or Tric. In another study, it
was shown with transfected HEK-293 cell lysates by co-

immunoprecipitation (Westphal et al., 2010) that Occl and Tric
physically form a complex. Experiments with deletion mutants of
Tric used in the latter study suggested that this interaction may

Fig. 3. Occludin displaces tricellulin from claudin-1. In the absence of

Occl, Tric is co-enriched at bicellular cell–cell contacts with Cld1 in living

HEK-293 cells. (A) The co-enrichment of CFP–Tric with Cld1 in bicellular

contacts is abolished if CFP–Tric is triple-transfected with YFP–Occl and

FLAG–Cld1, as shown by fluorescence images showing cell–cell contact

enrichment of Occl but not of Tric (arrows). Furthermore, membrane

localization of Tric at cell–cell contacts is reduced. (B) Quantification of the

bicellular contact enrichment of YFP–Occl or YFP–Tric expressed alone,

coexpressed with FLAG–Cld1 or tri-expressed (CFP–Tric, FLAG–Cld1,

YFP–Occl; YFP–Tric, FLAG–Cld1, CFP–Occl) shows enrichment of Occl or

Tric after coexpression of the TAMP and Cld1. Tric, however, is completely

prevented from localizing at the bicellular contact by the presence of Occl and

Cld1. Scale bar: 5 mm; values are means 6 s.e.m.; ***P,0.001 compared to

the negative control, Crfr1; n513. The dotted red line separates contact

enrichment values of the negative control from values above them. Cld1 was

used as positive control.
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occur during the transport of Occl and Tric to the cell membrane.

Now, we can show by means of FRET that these complexes

occur only in intracellular compartments, but not in the plasma

membrane of co-transfected HEK-293 cells. In respect to the

interplay of Occl and Tric, our results taken together with

literature data (Ikenouchi et al., 2008; Raleigh et al., 2010)

support the assumption that Occl and Tric may displace each

other at cellular contacts. Owing to the different distribution in

the plasma membrane of epithelial cells and also the weak

membranous colocalization in HEK-293 cells, a direct interaction

at cell–cell contacts appears unlikely.

In this work, we provide evidence for a strong interaction/

oligomerization of members of the TAMP family with some of

the investigated Clds. We verified this interplay by colocalization

studies, FRET- and trans-interaction assays. The methods were

successfully established to investigate Cld–Cld-interactions

(Piontek et al., 2008). Interactions between the TAMPs and

Clds have been postulated based on colocalization in L-

fibroblasts (Raleigh et al., 2010) and co-precipitation in Caco-2

lysates with fragments of Occl (Raleigh et al., 2011). However,

the exact binding properties have not been analyzed in the living

cell so far. Cld1 exhibits a strong FRET signal with every TAMP

member. Thus, this interaction should be of general importance

in epithelial tissues. Cld3 also reveals a strong FRET signal with

Md3, and a weaker signal with Tric, but none with Occl.

Interactions with the Clds 2, 4 and 5 are considerably weaker.

The ranking of the FRET values is Cld1.Cld45Cld2 for Occl,

Cld1.Cld45Cld35Cld5 for Tric, and Cld15Cld3.Cld45Cld5

for Md3. Also co-precipitation with recombinant GST fusion

proteins of the cytosolic C-terminal tail of Occl in cell lysates

captured Cld1, and to half amount, Cld2 (Raleigh et al., 2011),

i.e. in the same ratio as determined in our FRET assays. From this

observation, we assume a role of the C-terminal coiled coil

domain (Walter et al., 2009) in the cis-interaction of a suitable

Fig. 4. The membrane mobility of tricellulin and occludin is highly reduced after coexpression of claudin-1. (A,B) HEK-293 cells were transfected with

either Cld1-YFP, YFP-TAMP or co-transfected with FLAG-Cld1/YFP-TAMP. YFP within a particular area of the cell–cell contact was bleached and the time

required for recovery of its fluorescence was determined in this area by FRAP for calculation of the mobile fraction in the plasma membrane of a cell contact.

Examples of time series for the recovery of the YFP signal of Cld1 and Tric as well as of FLAG–Cld1/YFP–Tric before, during (arrowhead) and after bleaching

are shown. (B) Mobile fractions of YFP-TAMPs transfected alone are considerably higher than that of Cld1–YFP alone. The mobility of Occl and Tric but not that

of Md3 were clearly reduced after co-transfection with FLAG-Cld1. Values are means 6 s.e.m., n510; **P,0.01; ns, not significant; comparison indicated

by black lines. (C) Co-immunofluorescence staining of Cld1 or Tric (green) and ZO-1 (red) in Caco-2 cells 48 h after transfection with siRNA targeting Cld1

(second and fourth row) and of control-transfected wild-type cells (first and third row; scrambled Cld1 siRNA). After knockdown of Cld1 (second row), the Tric

signal redistributes from tricellular to bicellular TJ (arrows; last row). Scale bars: 10 mm. (D) Western blot analyses of Caco-2 cells transfected with siRNA

targeting Cld1 (Cld1 knockdown) in comparison to the control-transfected cells show that the expression level of Tric was similar and, hence, not affected by the

Cld1 knockdown. GAPDH was the loading control.
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Cld with Occl. The non-classic Cld11 has not interacted with the

TAMPs, reflected by a FRET-signal in the range of the negative

control. Interactions between Occl and Clds are indicated by a

previous FRET assay (Harris et al., 2010). However, Harris and

co-workers calculated the percentage of FRET-positive pixels

resulting in relative values. In contrast, we were able to detect

absolute values by measuring the direct increase in the donor

emission. Due to the different procedures the values cannot be

compared. In conclusion, Cld1 shows a striking colocalization

and interaction with the TAMP-family members at cell–cell

contacts. Similar colocalization has been observed for Cld1 with

Tric (Ikenouchi et al., 2008) and with TAMPs (Raleigh et al.,

2010), but both groups have not demonstrated a direct association

of the proteins. Cld1 is expressed in a multitude of tissues, similar

to the TAMPs. This leads to the assumption that the interplay

with Cld1 is of general relevance as an organizing protein for the

assembly of the TAMPs in the TJs.

In our study, we have analyzed Clds and TAMPs in living cells

allowing the investigation of interactions under physiological

conditions. It has to be considered that the assays used do not

directly measure the physical association between two proteins.

They trace the interactions by indirect parameters such as contact

enrichment, TJ-strand formation and FRET. However in cases

where we obtained efficient FRET signals, the distance between

the CFP and YFP tags used for the assay is less than 7 nm (Sekar

and Periasamy, 2003). Hence, the FRET signals demonstrate a

spatial proximity between the tested protein pair within one

membrane at a cell–cell contact, which is within the distance

known for a direct protein-protein binding. Thus, we can assume

that the FRET signal is promoted by direct cis-interactions.

The interaction sites between Clds and TAMPs cannot be

identified by our study. Raleigh et al. discussed that ZO-1 is the

intermediate in Occl interactions with Cld1 and -2 (Raleigh et al.,

2011). The cytosolic C-terminal coiled coil domain of Occl is

known to attract the SH3-hinge-GuK unit of ZO-1 (Bal et al.,

2012). And PDZ domains of ZO proteins bind to the C-termini of

Clds (Itoh et al., 1999). Consequently, ZO proteins would bring

together the Clds and Occl. We also see cis-associations between

the latter two proteins. However, an interplay with ZO-1 can be

excluded as, in our approach, the C-termini of the Clds are

covered by fluorescent fusion proteins and, hence, are not

accessible for PDZ domains. As the TAMPs are N-terminally

fused with the fluorescence proteins an interaction of their N-

terminal parts with the C-terminal Cld parts might be possible. In

this case, the fluorescence proteins would come into an optimal

distance for the FRET assay used to measure the cis-interaction.

Furthermore, we report a striking modification of the

intercellular interaction properties of Occl and, especially, of

Tric due to the coexpression with Cld1 or Cld5. When Tric is

expressed alone in HEK-293 cells it is unable to interact

homophilically in trans-between two neighboring cells as

indicated by no enrichment of the protein. The coexpression of

Occl or Tric with one of the mentioned Clds leads to increased

co-enrichment of the respective TAMP at cell–cell contacts,

supporting the assumption of an improved homophilic trans-

interaction of Occl. Alternatively, it cannot be excluded that the

apparently improved trans-interaction of Occl is indirectly

caused by the cis- and trans-interaction of Cld1. For Tric,

only a heterophilic association with a Cld should have caused

the enrichment of Tric at the cell contact since homophilic

trans-interaction was not detectable for Tric alone. This influence

further underlines the existence of a direct association of Clds

with the two TAMPs, which in consequence recruits more TAMP

molecules to the cell–cell contacts resulting in enhanced co-

Fig. 5. TAMPs modulate the morphology of claudin-1 tight junction strands. Tric and Md3 co-transfected with Cld1 change the rounded strand network of

the Cld to rectangular meshes and reduce the mesh size, whereas coexpression of Occl leads to elongated meshes. Transiently transfected HEK-293 cells where

analyzed by freeze-fracture electron microscopy. (A) Cld1–YFP transfected alone, (B) co-transfected with CFP-Tric, (C,D) co-transfected with CFP-Md3,

(E,F) co-transfected with Occl. (G) Quantification of the number of meshes per mm2 (white columns) as well as the area of parallel strands in the total strand area

(black columns; %), formed by Cld1 alone and after coexpression with the different TAMPs. Values are means 6 s.e.m.; *P,0.05, **P,0.01 and ***P,0.001,

respectively, compared to the corresponding mono-transfected Cld1 control; $10 independent images analyzed. For a further description, see text. Scale bars:

0.2 mm.
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enrichment. The conclusion is supported by the FRAP
measurements showing a drastic reduction of the membrane

mobility of both Occl and especially of Tric in the presence of
Cld1. An effect for Cld1 on TAMPs was reported earlier (Furuse
et al., 1998; Ikenouchi et al., 2008; Raleigh et al., 2010) showing
a strong redistribution of a TAMP from the periphery of the cell

membrane to cell–cell contacts due to the coexpression with Cld1
in L-fibroblasts. To elucidate an influence of TAMPs on the
Cld1-based TJ network we performed freeze-fracture electron

microscopic analyses after co-transfection with Occl, Tric or
Md3. Earlier, it has been demonstrated that Occl forms a small
number of short TJ strand-like structures in L-fibroblasts (Furuse

et al., 1993). For Tric (Ikenouchi et al., 2005) and Md3 (Raleigh
et al., 2010), it was proposed, that they are unable to form TJ-like
structures on their own. We here demonstrate that Tric is able to
build a small number of short TJ strand-like structures similar as

reported by Furuse et al. (Furuse et al., 1993) for Occl in
fibroblasts. However, the Tric structures are negligible compared
to those formed by Clds. Furthermore, we were not able to find

such structures for Occl and Md3 in the HEK cells.

In freeze-fracture replicas of co-transfected HEK-293 cells
(Occl/Cld1, Tric/Cld1 and Md3/Cld1), we demonstrate that these

TAMPs specifically modify the TJ network of Cld1 exhibiting
large round meshes rarely with parallel strands. Occl, caused
more longitudinal meshes of Cld1, more parallel and less
continuous strands. Tric reduces the mesh size four to five

times and makes the shape strikingly rectangular which is
comparable with other observations in size and shape (Ikenouchi
et al., 2008). Md3 has a similar but less pronounced effect. In

addition, it enhances the amount of parallel strands forming
strand bundles and restricting network formation. In general,
Tric, Md3 and to a lower extent Occl enable a more compact and

integrated Cld1 strand morphology similar as occurring
physiologically. Small and rectangular TJ strands are well
known from epithelial cells expressing Clds and TAMPs

endogenously (Piehl et al., 2010).

The Cld1–TAMP interactions seem to play an important role,
especially, for the antagonistic behavior of Occl and Tric at
bicellular contacts. Obviously, Clds (Piontek et al., 2011) and

TAMPs, as shown in this study for Occl and Tric, are transported
to the plasma membrane simultaneously as indicated by
intracellular FRET measurements. This is also confirmed in our

Ca2+-switch experiment for Cld1 and Tric, which both reappear
in the cell membrane at the same time (supplementary material
Fig. S2). At bicellular contacts, Occl and Tric compete for the

binding to Cld1, as we demonstrated in the triple-transfection
experiment. Here, the interaction between Occl and Cld1 is
stronger or more stable than Cld1/Tric, because Occl in addition
to its binding to Cld1, is immobilized at the plasma membrane

due to its relative strong homophilic trans-interactions. In
contrast, Tric is unable to trans-interact homophilically. In
addition, the Occl–Tric antagonism depends on Cld1 as

suggested by the knockdown of Cld1 where Tric appears
fragmented also in the bicellular contacts of Occl-expressing
Caco-2 cells. In epithelial cells, the interaction of Cld1 and Tric

does not occur at bicellular TJs (Raleigh et al., 2010). Taken
together, our and literature data support the concept that Occl
displaces Tric from bicellular to the tricellular TJs but only in the

presence of a Cld such as Cld1. In the specialized tricellular
structures, Tric is also captured by LSR a specific tricellular
contact protein (Masuda et al., 2011) via the C-terminal tail of

Tric. Owing to the interplay with Cld1, Occl (Ikenouchi et al.,
2008) and LSR (Masuda et al., 2011), the tricellular localization

of Tric is stabilized. In the tricellular cell contacts, Tric is
interacting with Cld1 and organizes the proper tricellular TJ
assembly. Md3 and Occl, which are localized at the bicellular
TJs, are organizing the proper bicellular TJ assembly together

with the Clds, since the two TAMPs localize together with Cld1
at bicellular TJs and modulate the structure of the strand network.

The interactions observed in non-TJ-forming HEK cells reflect

physiologically relevant properties in cells that form TJs.
Previously we reported cis-associations between Cld5–YFP and
Cld5–CFP as well as YFP–Tric and CFP–Tric in TJ-forming

MDCK-II cells (Westphal et al., 2010). Now, we demonstrate
FRET for Cld1–YFP/CFP–Occl, Cld1–YFP/CFP–Tric, and
Cld1–YFP/CFP–Md3 in the MDCK-II cells similar as in the
HEK cells. The associations between the YFP- and/or CFP-fusion

proteins presented here are neither affected by the fluorescent
protein nor by the position of the tag. Earlier reports show
homophilic co-immunoprecipitation for native Occl (Raleigh

et al., 2010) or between C-terminally tagged Occl–His and Occl–
FLAG (Blasig et al., 2006), which corresponds to our data with
N-terminal fusion proteins: the enrichment of YFP–Occl in cell

contacts and the cis-interaction for YFP– and CFP–Occl. In
addition, N-terminal FLAG–Tric has failed to show enrichment
in cell–cell contacts (Westphal et al., 2010), the same as we see

with YFP–Tric. CFP–Tric and Tric–CFP, tagged N- and C-
terminally, respectively, resulted in comparable FRET signals
with YFP– and CFP–Tric (Westphal et al., 2010) similar as in co-
precipitation of tag-free Tric (Raleigh et al., 2010). An Occl–Tric

interaction cannot be visualized regardless of a N- or C-terminal
position of the fluorescent protein. This is in agreement with pull-
down experiments with tag-free Occl and Tric, which also do not

co-precipitate (Raleigh et al., 2010). The binding between non-
tagged Cld1 and a GST fusion protein of the cytosolic C-terminal
tail of Occl detected by a pulldown (Raleigh et al., 2011) is

specifically confirmed by our FRET measurements. Finally, we
demonstrate that the FLAG–Cld1/FLAG–TAMP associations are
not different from those between fluorescently tagged proteins.
All these examples provide evidence that the tags of the Clds and

TAMPs studied do not disturb their interplays.

As an independent approach to support that the associations
observed by FRET in HEK cells are also relevant for TJs formed

endogenously, a proximity ligation assay (PLA) was performed
in MDCK-II cells (supplementary material Fig. S4). With PLA,
the proximity of two proteins within 50 nm distance can be

detected. Proximity at cell–cell contacts was clearly observed for
Cld1/Occl but not for the Cld1/glyceraldehydes 3-phosphate
dehydrogenase (GAPDH) control. This result suggests that the

interactions detected by FRET in the HEK cells system are
relevant for endogenous TJ proteins in fully polarized epithelial
cells. However, the FRET assays in the HEK cells have the
advantage of restricting the proximity-based signal to ,7 nm,

better quantification and excluding indirect interactions via
additional TJ proteins.

Taken together, our results are consistent with following model

for the TJ assembly in a barrier-forming cell. Occl.Md3.Tric
(intensity order) compete for binding to the Cld oligomers, as
shown by the contact enrichment, FRET or FRAP studies.

Consequently, Occl and Md3 bind extensively to Cld1 at the
bicellular contact, similar as Md3 to Cld3 (Table 1); in contrast,
Tric is shifted to the tricellular corner. Due to these interactions
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and the incorporation in the TJ network, Occl and Md3 are

incorporated with Cld1, Md3 additionally with Cld3, at the

bicellular contacts. Furthermore, the mobility of Occl is drastically

decreased by Cld1. Md3 is indirectly attracted to bicellular

contacts by Occl along which itself is immobilized by Cld1.

Nevertheless, the associations of Md3 remain more flexible

reflected by the lack of homophilic co-enrichment of Md3 at cell–

cell contacts and the lack of changes in the plasma membrane

mobility after coexpression with Cld1. However, all members of

the TAMP family have the potential to organize the Cld-based TJ

network in a specific manner. The general relevance of Tric at

bicellular contacts, in the presence of Occl is unclear. But, at

tricellular contacts a strong influence of Tric on the TJ structure is

expected as demonstrated by functional analyses of tricellular

contacts (Krug et al., 2009). In conclusion, our study enlightens the

dynamic assembly of TJ networks and clearly indicates the role of

the TAMP family as major modulators of the Cld-based TJ strands.

In general, the homophilic and heterophilic associations

between most of the classic Clds are stronger than those of the

TAMPs (Table 1). Therefore, Clds are able to form the central

backbone of the TJ strands. Interactions of the Clds with TAMPs

determine the behavior of the TAMPs like membrane mobility,

binding properties and localization. On the other hand, TAMPs

improve the TJ strand network to obtain the typical physiological

morphology of Cld TJ strands.

Materials and Methods
Cell culture, transfection and immunocytochemistry

HEK-293 (Piontek et al., 2011), MDCK-II (Piehl et al., 2010) and Caco-2 (Winkler
et al., 2009) cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM,
Invitrogen, Darmstadt, Germany) containing 10% (v/v) fetal calf serum, 100 units/
ml penicillin, 100 mg/ml streptomycin, and 1% L-alanyl-L-glutamine (Invitrogen,
Darmstadt, Germany). Transient mono-, co- and triple-transfections were performed

using polyethylenimin (PEI) according to the supplier’s recommendations
(Polysciences, Eppelheim, Germany). Polyclonal antibodies against ZO-1, Occl,
Tric and Cld1 were purchased from Zymed (Wien, Austria), Alexa-Fluor-488- and
Cy3-labeled antibodies were from Invitrogen (Darmstadt, Germany). Rabbit anti-
Md3 antibody was kindly provided by Jerry Turner/Chicago, USA.

MDCK-II or Caco-2 cells (76105 cells per 1.8 cm2) were seeded on glass
coverslips coated with poly-L-lysine (Sigma, Hamburg, Germany). After 48 h,
cells were washed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) with Mg2+/Ca2+, fixed
with acetone (5 min, 4 C̊), ethanol (1 min, 4 C̊) and washed again with PBS

(Mg2+/Ca2+). Non-specific binding was blocked with 1% (v/v) BSA in PBS (Mg2+/
Ca2+) for 1 h before the primary antibodies were added for 1 h at room
temperature. After five washing steps with PBS (Mg2+/Ca2+), the secondary
antibodies, and DAPI (49,6-diamidin-2-phenylindol; Invitrogen, Darmstadt,
Germany) were added for 30 min at room temperature. Cells were washed again
with PBS (Mg2+/Ca2+), and coverslips mounted on the object plate using Immu-
Mount (Thermo Scientific, Ulm, Germany) (Piehl et al., 2010).

For live-cell imaging, transfected cells were transferred to 1 ml Hanks’ balanced
salt solution (HBSS; Invitrogen, Darmstadt, Germany) pH 7.5. The plasma
membrane was visualized with Trypan Blue (final concentration: 0.05%; Sigma,
Hamburg, Germany). Cells were examined with a LSM (laser scanning microscope)
510 META system, using an Axiovert 135 microscope equipped with a Plan-
Neofluar 1006/1.3 NA objective (Zeiss, Jena, Germany). CFP and YFP were excited
at 458 and 514 nm and detected from 463–495 and 527–634 nm, respectively.
Trypan Blue was analyzed with 543 nm and 590 nm. For DAPI, excitation was
364 nm and emission 385 to 470 nm. The thickness of optical sections was 0.9 mm.

Cloning of proteins and preparation of expression constructs

Expression vectors for Clds were based on pECFP-N1/pEYFP-N1 or pcDNA-NCFP/-
NYFP, for Occl and Md3 (the latter, kind gift from Maria Balda, University College,
London) on pECFP-C1/pEYFP-C1 (Clontech, Mountain View, USA) (Piontek et al.,
2011). Plasmids for CFP-Tric/YFP-Tric were described previously (Westphal et al., 2010).
Cld constructs, corticotropin releasing factor receptor-1–YFP and –CFP were used as
described previously (Piontek et al., 2011). Plasmids encoding CFP– and YFP–Occl were
generated by PCR amplification of the cDNA with primers introducing the digestion sites
for SacI (Fermentas, St. Leon-Rot, Germany) and KpnI (Fermentas), followed by ligation
into the pECFP-C1 or pEYFP-C1 vector, respectively. Similarly, plasmids encoding CFP–
and YFP–Md3 were generated with digestion sites HindIII and BamHI (Fermentas).
FLAG–Cld1 was kindly provided by S. Müller (Berlin). The position of CFP, YFP and
FLAG before or after the protein name describes N- or C-terminal position. The origin of
the proteins was human except Cld3, and -5 which were murine.

Transcellular cell scan of fluorescence

To quantify trans-interactions of TJ proteins, between the surface of two opposing
cells, transcellular cell scans were executed (Piontek et al., 2008). We determined
the fluorescence intensity of YFP or CFP, that colocalizes with the fluorescence of
the membrane marker Trypan Blue in the intensity profiles along a cell scan. Thus,
the intensity ratio and enrichment factor, respectively, at a cell–cell contact was
calculated. That means, half the fluorescence intensity of a YFP- or CFP-tagged
protein at the contacts between two transfected cells was divided by the
fluorescence of YFP or CFP at contacts between an expressing and a non-
expressing cell. In case of a trans-interaction, the ratio/factor was .1. As positive
control, Cld1-transfected cells were used showing strong homophilic trans-
interaction, corticotropin releasing factor receptor-1 was taken as negative control
which does not trans-interact (Piontek et al., 2008).

Fluorescence resonance energy transfer

For analysis of the cis-interaction between TJ proteins along the cell membrane of one
cell, HEK-293 cells growing on coverslips or chambered coverglasses were co- or

Table 1. Overview of homophilic and heterophilic trans- and cis-interactions between TAMPs and claudins in the membranes of

bicellular contacts of transfected HEK-293 cells

Protein Occl Tric Md3 Cld1 Cld2 Cld3 Cld4 Cld5 Cld11 Cld12

Standardized enrichment (%)
Occl 17 29 30
Tric 0 97 12
Md3 1 2 0
Cld1 100 69* 103*
Cld3 44* 16*
Cld5 55*
Cld11 41
Cld12 5*

Standardized FRET value (%)
Occl 53 0 43 51 14 5 17 0 0
Tric 21 45 79 0 18 22 16 0
Md3 46 46 0 47 23 18 0
Cld1 78* 70*
Cld2 9*
Cld3 67* 48*
Cld5 100

Data are related to the homologous cis-interaction of Cld5 and to the homologous trans-interaction of Cld1, respectively.
*Data determined under comparable experimental conditions by Piontek and colleagues (Piontek et al., 2011) as used in the study presented.
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triple-transfected with the differently fluorescence labeled Cld or TAMP constructs.

After 3 days, cells were transferred into HBSS pH 7.5 or 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-
piperazineethanesulfonic acid pH 7.5 buffer and analyzed by LSM. For FRET,

acceptor photobleaching was applied as described earlier in cell–cell contacts
(supplementary material Fig. S1) (Blasig et al., 2006) or intracellularly (Piontek et al.,

2011). The pairs Cld5–CFP/corticotropin releasing factor receptor-1–YFP and Cld1–
YFP/corticotropin releasing factor receptor-1–CFP were chosen as negative controls,

as they represent transmembrane proteins which colocalize but do not interact with
each other (Piontek et al., 2011). Cld5–CFP/Cld5–YFP served as positive control,

known to cis-interact with each other (Blasig et al., 2006). For the measurements,

always areas with similar CFP and YFP fluorescence intensities were analyzed.

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching

Transfected HEK-293 cells were grown as confluent monolayers on 10 cm2 glass
coverslips (Menzel, Braunschweig, Germany) and imaged in HBSS. Fluorescence

bleaching and imaging were performed using a LSM 510 META UV system, using
an Axiovert 135 microscope equipped with a PlanNeofluar 1006/1.3 NA oil

immersion objective (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). Images were collected every

second until steady-state fluorescence was reached. Raw data were aligned and
mean fluorescence of background, whole-cell, and bleached bicellular TJ regions

were quantified over time using Microsoft Excel 2007. Data correction and mobile
fraction were determined as described (Yguerabide et al., 1982) using Microsoft

Excel 2007. The measurements were always performed in cell–cell contacts with
similar YFP fluorescence intensities.

siRNA knockdown

Caco-2 cells were plated on coverslips (1.8 cm2) and transfected as described above.

One hour prior to the transfection, Caco-2 standard medium was replaced by 400 ml

of transfection medium. For each transfection batch, 1 ml LipofectamineTM 2000
according to the supplier’s recommendations (Invitrogen, Darmstadt, Germany) was

incubated for 5 min in 50 ml Opti-modified Eagle’s medium (Opti-MEM) at room
temperature. Additionally, 1 mg of Cld1-siRNA (15 mg/ml) were added to 50 ml

Opti-MEM; a scrambled siRNA of Cld1 served as the control (Quiagen, Darmstadt,
Germany). Both batches were mixed with each other, 20 min incubated at room

temperature and finally trickled at the cells. siRNA/LipofectamineTM 2000 solution
was replaced by Caco-2 standard medium after 6 h. Immunostaining of the cells for

Cld1, Tric, and ZO-1 was performed after 48 h of incubation at 37 C̊ with 10% CO2.

The target DNA sequence of Cld1 was 59-GAGGATTTACTCCTATGCCGG-39,
and siRNA (59-GGAUUUACUCCUAUGCCGGtt-39, 59-CCGGCAUAGGAGUA-

AAUCCtc-39) were used as annealed oligonucleotides.

Freeze-fracture electron microscopy

HEK-293 cells were transfected with Cld and/or TAMP constructs. Three days later,
the cells were washed with PBS, fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde (electron

microscopy grade; Sigma, Hamburg, Germany) in PBS for 2 h, washed and
processed for freeze-fracture electron microscopy as reported (Wolburg et al., 2003).

Proximity ligation assay

MDCK-II cells were fixed and incubated (as described above under
immunocytochemistry) using rabbit anti-Cld1, mouse anti-Occl and mouse anti-

glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate (Serotec, Dusseldorf, Germany) antibodies.
Subsequent DuolinkH II Proximity Ligation Assay (PLA) was performed

according to the manual provided by OLINK Bioscience (Uppsala, Sweden)
using PLA probe anti-mouse plus, PLA probe anti-rabbit minus and detection

reagent far red. PLA signals were detected by confocal microscopy.

Statistics

Unless stated otherwise, results are shown as means 6 s.e.m. Statistical analyses

were performed by one-way analysis of variance and followed by an unpaired
Student’s t-test.
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